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CLIENT OVERVIEW
Avram Corporation is a consulting firm working across four continents to
help its clients improve adverse conditions impacting communities around

Industry:

the world. CEO Herbert Coleman formed the company in 1994. Avram is a

Management consulting firm
focusing in public health and
international business

trusted provider of program and technology services to government agencies

Services Delivered:
Tax, Review, Tax Planning

and commercial interests globally. Avram’s public health team consists of
internationally recognized scientists and medical professionals.

CLIENT IMPACT
“We have a culture here at Avram, we are self-starters, we are self-motivated,
we want to finish first. The advice we get from MCB keeps us out front. We
work with good, sharp people.”

THE SITUATION
CEO Herbert Coleman wanted to work with the “absolute best accounting firm I could
find.” After a thorough search and several referrals, he narrowed it down to a few

““We have a culture

firms. After interviewing MCB’s Managing Partner Jude Covas, he felt immediately

here at Avram, we are

comfortable and confident that the firm understood his goals and his philosophy.

self-starters, we are self-

“Our contacts at MCB are like members of our own staff,” Coleman said.

motivated, we want to finish

MCB IMPACT

first. The advice we get from

Avram feels MCB truly understands its business and how the firm needs to function

MCB keeps us out front.

to best serve its global client base, which includes federal government agencies,

We work with good,

foreign ministries of health, non-government organizations (NGOs), for-profit and

sharp people.”
—Herbert Coleman
CEO

non-profit organizations, and educational institutions. “MCB works closely with our
CFO, and every member of our team. They always have time for us.”

KEY RESULTS DELIVERED
Over the past seven years, the MCB team, including Principal Nimish Sanghavi, has
been instrumental in Avram’s continued expansion and growth, especially when it
comes to breadth of programming. “The advice we get from MCB is germane to
the programs we offer,” Coleman said. “We are very happy. We’re working with
the best in the country.”
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